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Abstract
User location is an important information to provide personalized service in any domain of interest. In this
paper, we present a context-aware system to find location of a user at office domain. Hence, smartphone of
the user transmits Wi-Fi signal and our system identifies the user by matching MAC address of the
smartphone. Wi-Fi signal strength is used to calculate the distance of user from office room. Additionally, PIR
sensor value and office time are used to increase localization accuracy as well as minimize the conflict of user
location. Raspberry pi 3, a low-cost embedded platform, is used to collect and process sensed information,
generate low-level context, and reason user location from available contexts. Demonstration result of our
system shows an excellent performance within our domain of interest.
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1.

Introduction:

In recent year, indoor localization technique is becoming increasingly important for a large number of
applications, such as healthcare, homecare, monitoring, tracking, smart space, etc.[1]. Context aware is the
ability of a system or system component to gather information about its environment at any given time and
adapt behaviors accordingly [2]. Where, context is any information which is relevant to a given entity, such as a
person, a device or an application. Context aware system is mainly used to solve problems in the field of
ubiquitous computing [3, 4]. However, localization of a moving person in indoor space is a vital part of a
ubiquitous computing system. So, context aware system can be employed to detect location in indoor
environment for better accuracy and efficiency. At the present time, outdoor positioning technology has
matured enough. Global Positioning System (GPS) has been widely used in outdoor environments and is well
positioned. But as GPS technology mainly reside on signal propagation in air, it is drastically affected by
buildings and their complex infrastructures and thus are not suitable for indoor localization. For indoor
localization, most of cases, user needs to bring an identification RFID tag which is making extra hazard for the
user. Beside RFID, various wireless communication systems like Bluetooth, Zigbee and Wi-Fi signal are used.
Wi-Fi access points can be seen in almost every indoor system and almost all smartphone devices have a builtin Wi-Fi transceiver module. As a result, Wi-Fi indoor localization has become an interesting research topic in
the modern time.
Now a days, almost every people uses smartphone for personal communication. So, it is better alternative to
use smartphone as Wi-Fi hosts and an identification module instead of the extra RFID tag. The main aim of
this research is to find an exact location in indoor environment of a user using wireless network. Because,
location is an important context of other context aware systems to provide personalized service [5]. In this
paper, our system detects surrounding Wi-Fi device and provide their RSSI (Received Signal Strength
Indication), Basic Service Set Identifier- BSSID (MAC addresses). This information is used to generate contexts,
such as, user distance from the system unit and the user identity. This system also uses movement information
from PIR sensor and current system-time as context. After getting all these contexts (like: time, movement,
identity, distance etc.), the system uses rule-based reasoning [6] to get high-level context which will be the
exact location of a user.
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Related Works
Although many researchers have presented localization system based on different technologies, the
development of localization in the indoor environment is still a complex task in the sense of accuracy and
precision, and seamless user involvement. Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is well known technology to
implement indoor localization system [7], where Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is used most frequently
for object tracing [8-10]. Analysis of previous works shows that no single solution can meet all criteria for
widespread implementation of indoor localization system [11]. Mainly Accuracy and power consumption are
the big challenges for WSN based systems. On the other hand, RFID based system needs several RFID readers
spread out in the environment in known positions which increase the cost and complexity for implementation
of the system.
Vision based system uses camera in several fixed positions or with a moving object for localization. This
method mainly concentrates the target to localize an object without recognition [12, 13]. The cost of this
technique is still high but new technologies are gradually helping to reduce this constrain. Bluetooth,
Ultrasound, Infrared and Zigbee signals are also used for wireless localization in different researches that show
diverse level of performances [1]. Here, we proposed a context aware system for localization in room level and
implemented using low cost embedded platform (Raspberry pi 3) and Python as programming language. We
also incorporate some other well-known technologies such as, context representation using FOPL, ontology
based context modeling, and rule-based reasoning. As a result, this system shows satisfactory accuracy for
localization with more flexible and scalable abilities. So, it will be possible to implement this system in different
domains easily.
2.

Proposed system architecture:

The system architecture is a collection of software modules organized in hierarchy fashion to perform
particular task [14]. Our proposed system architecture consists of several functional components as shown in
Fig. 1. Following subsections represent each module of this architecture in briefly.

Fig. 1. Context-aware localization system architecture
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Contextual Information

Proposed system collects contextual information through motion sensor (PIR), Wi-Fi base received signal
strength with BSSID (MAC Address), system time, and these information is mapped using Fuzzy function to
represent in literally. For example, system time is expressed in numeric format (e.g., 11:30 AM), but we need to
know this time is office time or not. So, we divided a day by two different time periods in our office scenario.
Such as, office_period and leisure_period. Similarly, location is considered as room425 and outside in linguistic.
Instances of different context in detail will be described in Ontology subsection. Fuzzy function: Fuzzy function
provides mapping between the numeric data and the instance of context entities, such as mapping of the Wi Fi signal strength to distance in linguistically. Because, people commonly use linguistic expression rather than
numeric value to express their feel concerned about the real world. For example, to express their
understanding of distance, people use phrases such as close, near, far, and so on, instead of referring to the
distance in meter. To fuzzify the sensing data, we defined fuzzy sets and membership functions as shown in
Fig. 2.

(a)

(b)

Time function

Distance function

Fig. 2: Membership functions for (a) time and (b) distance.
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Ontology:

Ontology [15] represents semantics, concepts and relationships among the context entities. It provides
domain specific knowledge to context-aware system [16].
In our domain, the entities are mainly categorized into user, time, location, distance and motion classes. Each
class can be divided into several subclasses. This model defines the class hierarchy, object properties, data
type properties. As our office domain is not too large, we primarily implemented this context model using
relational database. A part of this ontology is shown in fig. 3.

Fig. 3: A part of office ontology.
2.3.

Low-level Context Composer

A low-level context is generated from sensing and/or defined data. Low-level context composer generates
low-level context using contextual information and ontology. Firstly, this module gets symbolic context
instance from contextual information. Secondly, it finds relationship between concepts of corresponding
instances in ontology. Finally, composes low-level context by combining instances and relationship as like, r(i1,
i2), where r is the relation between concept of the instances i1 and i2. In case of single instance, context format
will be r(i). Here, context is represented in formal way as like as first-order predicate logic, because it
influences to produce formal context as the result of reasoning [17]. For example, let active is an instance of
motion concept and room425 is an instance of location concept of the office ontology, and the relation
between them is motionIn. So the generated low-level context is motionIn(room425, active).
2.4.

High-level Context Generation

High-level context is generated by reasoning process from available contexts. Reasoning engine is invoked at
every time, when a new context is added in WM. This process will be repeated until the system is terminated.
Reasoning engine computes high-level context according to the rules. In this system, user location is inferred
as high-level context. An example of high-level context is locationOf(mrHoque, room425). If none of the given
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rule is satisfied then it generate high-level context indicating location of the user is outside like,
locationOf(mrHoque, outside). The reasoning process is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Generation of high-level context
1. List up all variables of a rule
2. Find all instances of each variable from WM
3. Recursively put all instances in the rule and check whether the rule is
satisfied or not
a. If the rule is satisfied
Generate a high-level context accordingly
End if
4. Repeat step 1 to 3 for each rule
5. If no rule is satisfied, generate location of the person is outside.
End if.
6. Send the high-level context to WM through validity check
7. Return
Algorithm Complexity: Algorithm 1 is used to find user location by matching each rule with available contexts
in WM. If no. of variable in a rule is m, and no. of instance of a variable is n (where n is a finite integer) then the
time complexity of this algorithm in general can be express as below.
For worst case: 𝑂(𝑚𝑛)
For best case: 𝛺(𝑚)
2.5.

Working Memory

Contexts, in this architecture, are stored in working memory (WM) through validity check. Where, WM is a
temporary storage to hold context to perform context inference. If a location context is updated as a result of
inference, then this location context is provided as output from WM.
Context validation
This module checks validity of context and maintains context consistency in WM by discarding redundant or
duplicate context.
2.6.

Inference Engine

Inference engine is used to reason new high-level context from available contexts in WM. To develop this
engine, rule-based inferring technique is used. During reasoning process, rule’s variables are replaced by
context instances from WM.
Possible all combination for each rule is checked and if ‘if part’ of a rule is matched the n the ‘then part’ will be
fired and a high-level context is produced accordingly. Reasoning engine infers user’s current location as highlevel context. High-level context is also added in to WM through validity check as like as low-level context.
Rules: In the reasoning process, rules represent derivation axioms that a re used by the inference engine to
derive high-level context. Several contexts with variable are combined by ˄ (AND) to form a rule. The rules are
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predefined that means they are defined by the user and stored before booting up the system. Some examples
of user defined rules [18] are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Partial user defined rules
SN

Rule

1

if isUser(?p)^isLocation(?l) ^distanceOf(?l,closer) ^motionIn(?l,active) ^isTime(office_period)
then locationOf(?p,?l)

2

if isUser(?p) ^isLocation(?l) ^distanceOf(?l,near) ^motionIn(?l,active) ^isTime(office_period)
then locationOf(?p,?l)

3

if isUser(?p) ^isLocation(?l) ^distanceOf(?l,closer) ^motionIn(?l,idle) ^isTime(office_period)
then locationOf(?p,?l)

3.

Implementation

Context-aware indoor localization system produces location context of user with the help of a number of
hardware and software module as mention belowHardware: Raspberry pi 3, PIR sensor, Smartphone are used as hardware modules for this research. All
modules are briefly described in below subsections. Raspberry pi 3- Raspberry pi 3 is simply a computer on a
single board [19]. For the pi to start working we need to install operating system first. The pi has dedicated OS
for it. We used Ubuntu-mate as OS for this research.
PIR sensor- PIR sensor detects a human being moving around within approximately 10m from the sensor . PIR
are fundamentally made of a pyroelectric sensor, which can detect levels of infrared radiation [20].
Smartphone- This system analyzes Wi-Fi signal strength from authorized smartphone, which is carrying by the
user, to estimate user-distance from office room. Beside this, Media Access Control (MAC) address of the
smartphone is used as the identifying information of the user. Where, MAC is a unique hardware identifier
number that is assigned on each device by the manufacturer. MAC addresses are 48 bits in length, divided in
24 bits vendor code and 24 bits serial address and the format of MAC address is MM:MM:MM:SS:SS:SS [21].
MAC address is very important to identify each device in a network and to make local Ethernet network
functional.
Software: To implement this system, we used Ubuntu Mate as the operating system for raspberry pi 3. Python
is used as the programming language of this system. Beside these, necessary database is developed using
SQLite.
Ubuntu mate- Ubuntu mate [22] is an operating system which is a Linux distribution for raspberry pi.
Python- Python is a general purpose, dynamic, high level and interpreted programming language [23]. It
supports Object Oriented programming approach to develop applications.
SQLite- SQLite is an in-process library that implements a self-contained, server less, zero configurations,
transactional SQL database engine [24]. SQLite supports most of the query language features found in SQL92
SQL2) standard. SQLite is available on UNIX (Linux, Mac OS-X, Android, iOS) and Windows (Win32, WinCE,
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WinRT). Domain: To test our system, we consider a personal office room as test environment. The target of this
system is to determine whether a personnel is present at his/her office room or not.
Testing setup: The overall hardware setup is shown in Fig. 4. For demonstration, we request to a volunteer to
act as a personnel who come in the room and go outside of the room several times. For several position of the
volunteer, system put on color LED to indicate the location of the volunteer. For example, red indicates
outside, whereas green color indicates he is inside the room. Beside this, we also recorded volunteer’s location
manually on paper during testing with time for comparing system output. As well as, we also store current
location context along with other available contexts for output validation and further research.

Fig. 4: Test environment setup.
4.

Result and Discussion

In this research, we have incorporated context-aware paradigm for localization. We tested this system in
personal office room. It is implemented using Python language on Raspberry pi. This system senses data
frequently with a short period of predefined delay between each sense. Available contexts are stored in
database when at least one of the context values is changed in WM. For validating the system, we compared
manual result with proposed system’s output. And it shows that, system produces almost 100% correct result
for our domain of interest. Sometime, localization accuracy can reduce for erroneous sensing information. For
example, variation of Wi-Fi signal strength, user is staying inside without any movement which can mislead
localization accuracy. Beside this, system also can produce slow response compare with user faster movement.
Therefore, for better result, steady and high speedy Wi-Fi network is always appreciated.
5.

Conclusion:

This paper has illustrated context-aware localization framework with its functionalities in an office room
environment. This system is implemented on raspberry pi platform with python programming language. It
provides relax to user from carrying any other identifying tag except user’s smartphone. This system senses
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information from user smartphone and PIR sensor and system time to generate contexts using FOPL
representation. Then it computes user location based on these contexts using predefined rule. Demonstration
results of this system show excellent performance with room level accuracy. The most significant benefit of
this system is it is easy expandable that means it can be implemented in other domain easily. It needs to
change only domain ontology and inferring rules according to the new domain. Therefore, this study helps to
develop different location based applications in different domains such as Healthcare, Smart-home, infant and
elder care, tourism and so on.
6.

Future Works:

Although the performance of this system is quite good for personal office with single room, we have to
resolve some relevant challenges to make this system more reliable and robust. In future, we will evaluate the
performance of the system in different domains such as office, hostel or class room considering multiple
rooms with multiple users.
After determining the location, system can provide the proper services to the right user at the right time, in
the right place, and on the right device based on the available contexts. So, we will design and implement
different location based services to facilitate daily life activities of user. For example, system will adjust the
room temperature or light intensity according to user presence and preference. We will also implement
machine learning technique on stored data for better accuracy.
Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare that there is no conflict of Interests regarding the publication of this
paper.
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